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Fields of Archeology
(Archeology as “under” Anthropology)

https://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/List_
of_academic_fields#Anthropology
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we are familiar with 
disciplinarity and 
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AAUW (and High School?)



Allen Repko, Introduction to 
interdisciplinary studies (2014)
• Julie Thompson Klein – English
• William Newell – Economics (Philosophy)
• Veronica Boix Mansilla – Educational Psychology

• For students:  “The Brain”
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Biology, Psychology, “Art”



• The academic disciplines can be understood in three ways: (1) an identifiable field of 
study; (2) the body of knowledge associated with the field of study; and (3) a 
community of scholars who engage in specific fields of knowledge . . . as a cognitive 
construct . . . . n1

• [A discipline is] a body of knowledge, a specialized vocabulary, an accepted body of 
theory, a systematic research strategy, and techniques for replication and validation. n2

• [Disciplines] . . . provide powerful lenses through which to interpret the world.  
Students come to view the disciplines as the knowledge and thinking tools that our 
societies construct and revise to make sense of the world, explain phenomena, solve 
problems, create products, [and] ask novel questions in informed ways. n3

• Disciplines, as conceptual frames, . . . delimit the range of research questions that are 
asked, the kinds of methods that are used to investigate phenomena, and the types of 
answers that are considered legitimate. . . . [Scholars in a common discipline 
demonstrate] close ties among the attitudes, cognitive styles, and behaviors . . . 
[concerning the] knowledge domains in which they work. n4

• The term discipline signifies the tools, methods, procedures, [phenomena], concepts, 
and theories that account coherently for a set of objects or subjects.  Over time they 
are shaped and reshaped by external contingencies and internal intellectual demands.  
In this manner, a discipline comes to organize and concentrate experience into a 
particular world view.  Taken together, related claims within a specific material field 
puts limits on the kinds of questions practitioners ask about their material, the 
methods and concepts they use, the answers they believe, and their criteria for truth 
and validity.  There is, in short, a certain particularity about the images of reality in a 
given discipline. n5

[Edited excerpt from Allen Repko, et al., Introduction to Interdiciplinary Studies (Thousand Oaks: Sage, 2014), 85-86.]
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“Subject”  à phenomena, epistemology, 
communication

Research (finding), Analysis, Synthesis, Presentation



“Takes time . . . . Like a major [with increasingly 
complex courses and years of practices[.]”  Thus it 
needs to be “across the undergraduate experience.”

Abby Goode, “Slow Interdisciplinarity” in Hybridpedagogy (12 November 

2019): https://hybridpedagogy.org/slow-interdisciplinarity/
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“Takes time . . . . Like a major [with increasingly 
complex courses and years of practices[.]”  Thus it 
needs to be “across the undergraduate experience.”

So a key phrase from the IDS literature, and a 
concept emphasized by Repko:

1. “Interdisciplinary studies is NOT non-disciplinary 
studies.”

2. IDS majors need to build “adequacy.”



Saving “adequacy” for another 
day (or time today) . . . 
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• “Slow interdisciplinarity’ calls us to be mindful, 
respectful, and curious about each other’s 
disciplinary perspectives” and calls for “continuous, 
multi-semester efforts.”

Abby Goode, “Slow Interdisciplinarity” 
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So with my focus on first-years and 
getting them to define disciplinarity… 
• I believe there is a corollary to “slow 

interdisciplinarity”

• “Fast” disciplinarity
• Creating metacognitive experiences where they 

understand how their major is disciplining them 
while also understanding the need to quickly build 
adequate disciplinary skills (or understandings of 
other disciplinary domains) so as to be true INTER-
disciplinarians.


